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The attacks to the Saudi oil premises 

 

Two Saudi oil facilities, Abqaiq and Khurais, on September 14 were attacked by 20 drones 

and cruise missiles from the north/north-west and hit 17 targets. The claim came from Yemen's 

Houthi rebels that threatened further attacks. 

Riyhad estimates in few weeks the recovery time of regular production, which suffered a 

decrease of more than 50%, offset by the OPEC reserves. However, the United States offered to 

offset the missing quota to keep the world price of crude oil at its current level (a lesson learned in 

the 1973 crisis). This would be the biggest production breach in history. The daily supply reduction 

by 5% on the crude oil market immediately caused a price increase of 19.5%1 (at the closure of the 

Brent it dropped to 14.6%), a circumstance that occurred in the past in 1990 due to the Saddam 

Hussein invasion of Kuwait, with declines recorded also on other titles.  

Riyadh and Washington immediately accused of the attack2 Tehran that continued to deny 

any involvement, even in the following weeks, bringing it back to the Yemenis3.  

This attack, unique in its severity and consequences, is part of the series begun in May 2019 

(see figure) and in the context of increased tension in the Persian Gulf area. This is due to the 

deterioration of Washington-Tehran relations, starting with the US withdrawal from the JCPOA in 

May 2018 (see Persian Gulf, Strategic Observatory No. 1, 2018 and No. 2, 2019). In recent 

months, Western allies’ troops and armaments flew to the Gulf to face the perceived Iranian threat 

that is strong of its submarine fleet, cyber-attack capabilities and proxies - Hezbollah in Lebanon 

and Syria, Hamas in Gaza and the Shiite militias in Iraq. 

At the beginning of September, after three years of postponements, Riyhad announced the 

upcoming stock exchange listing of Saudi Aramco - IPO, Initial Public Offering - that could suffer 

repercussions from the attacks. Recently, King Salman had appointed his son Abdulaziz bin 

Salman new Minister of Energy and Yasir al-Rumayyan Chairman of Aramco. The real value of the 

company has long been at the center of disputes: while Mohammad bin Salman, crown prince and 

Minister of Defense, argued that the value stands at $ 2 trillion, Bloomberg Intelligence stated it at 

1.1 and other analysts favor instead 1.54. 

Saudi Aramco's listing on the stock exchange has important legal implications regarding the 

proceeding admitted by the New York district judge for the class action brought by the families of 

9/11 victims: since 15 of the 19 terrorists were Saudis, in the event of a sentence for compensation 

Saudi Aramco's assets would be at risk. 

The Aramco listing on the stock exchange is the cornerstone of the Saudi Arabia5 plan 

"Vision 2030" which aims to innovate, modernize, attract foreign capital and above all diversify the  
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Saudi Arabian economic system dependence - with a distorted development pattern - from crude 

oil, as it is a rentier state6. The attacks could discourage investors and postpone the IPO even 

further. 

The attacks occurred precisely when some signs of détente with Iran occurred, such as the 

arrival at the G7 in Biarritz last August of the Iranian Foreign Minister Zarif; the French 

announcement of the probable opening of a credit of $ 15 billion for Tehran - opposed by the 

National Security Advisor Bolton (inclined to a military attack on Iran) fired on September 10; the 

willingness expressed by President Trump, who wants to avoid an escalation7 considering his 

running for the second term8, to meet President Rouhani on the sidelines of the UN General 

Assembly in late September. 

For Iran, the persistence of sanctions is an act of war, and the sanctioning regime in the 

context of the "maximum pressure" US strategy does not make possible at the moment to engage 

in any dialogue. Tehran relies on President Trump's electoral needs - "get the boys back home" is 

a cornerstone for his re-election - and he hopes to regain bargaining power should a negotiation 

take place. President Rohani's line is that Washington is using pretexts to reaffirm its presence in 

the Persian Gulf area to protect its strategic interests - referring to the hypothesis of sending a 

European-led naval mission. As part of the UN General Assembly meeting, President Rouhani 

reaffirmed Tehran's absolute extraneousness to the attacks, proposing a naval mission under the 

UN umbrella, operated by the Gulf states, without missing the opportunity to accuse the Europeans 

of disregarding the JCPOA. 

The risk of an imminent war has receded with the reassuring dispatch to Riyhad of additional 

American troops for defensive and deterrent purposes9 (200 men and 2 batteries of Patriot 

missiles10). Right now, the only mediator between the contenders is President Macron11, since Iran 

categorically refuses to speak directly with the United States. The main actors hold decidedly rigid 

positions: President Trump does not want and cannot afford a war (both for overstretching of the 

forces and for looming elections) and does not allow the reduction of the tension that he triggered 

leaving the JCPOA (however, visas were issued to Rohani and Zarif for the UN Assembly). 

President Rohani has significant internal political problems with the hard wing rejecting 

compromises. Mohammed Bin Salman, the Saudi crown prince, humiliated by his country's 

revealed vulnerability, suggests that the attack is an act of war12, while favoring a peaceful solution 

he reminded to the West that there could be a surge in the crude oil price if no country intervenes 

against Iran13. France, Germany, Great Britain and Israel, on the sidelines of the General 
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Assembly, have publicly accused Tehran of the attacks, while President Erdogan calls for 

caution14. 

 

 

Source: Il Sole24Ore, 15 september 2019. 
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